TO
JEAN NICOLAS  LE  SON
MY DEAR NlCKIE,
It had been our intention to dedicate this volume to your
parents in token of affection and esteem and in remembrance of
many—though not half sufficient—days spent together at one
point or another on the not inconsiderable portion of the Great
Trade Route that extends between the Manche and the shores
of the Mediterranean. But even to persons as unreflecting as
ourselves hesitations will come. We said to ourselves: How will
his dear Mother, who like every charming person—or so nearly
every!—was born in Pennsylvania * . . how will she regard
the ascription to herself of a work a considerable portion of
which is taken up with fulminations against the Keystone State.
. . . For we had to fulminate against something or we should
seem all too sweet!
Or again: The last thing that we could desire to introduce into
any work of ours would be any suspicion of a Political Philosophy.
We are not Philosophers and—as you shall one day read—we
regard all—but all!—Politicians with abhorrence. Never-
theless we are sadly aware that—as all incorruptibility, whether
white, pea-greeA or scarlet—must at times put on corruptibility,
some suspicion of a Political Philosophy—or Muddle—may have
crept here and there into, these pages. How then would your
energetic and even ^rnilltan^ Father, who is a supporter before
all things of Order, Law and resounding Activities . . . how
would he feel at finding his name on the very forehead of a
volume adumbrating—if it adumbrates anything at all—a faint
belief in the desirability of Quietist Anarchism? We didn't know;
but we wondered.
In happy hour it occurred to you to throw your steam loco-
motive with energy and accurately at one of our knees. ... At
once, not risu, but ictu9 solvuntur tabulae \ There stood you, the
valiant, golden-haired protagonist of the To Be, the shining hope
of the Future, You confronted, with no uncertainty whether of
aim or action—since your head scarcely overtopped the lowest
of our knee-joints—us bemused giants of the Today who know,
as you shall sufficiently discover, neither our destination nor the
purpose of our journey. And, with a marvellous symbolism, you
abashed us, the Past, by What? ... By scrapping your machine!

